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Abstract

In the late Republican period, *mos maiorum*, *libertas* and *ius* are no longer evoked to pursue the common good of the state, as was the case in the Rome of the *maiores*, but instead in an individualistic sense. Cicero theorizes a form of limited *libertas* of the people that does not call into question but rather further legitimizes the authority of the *optimates*. Cicero exalts the mixed constitution, the result of the political intelligence of the *maiores*, because in it the *optimates* have a predominant role, while the people enjoy relative freedom. The mixed constitution implements the principle of *aequabilitas*, which further legitimizes the power of the ruling class. For this reason, Cicero condemns democracy in which the principle of *aequabilitas* is denied. The parallelism between enjoying rights and freedom by the citizens, legacies of the ancestors, together with the claim of the ancient sovereignty of the Roman people, have an identity value as principles on which the identity of the Roman *res publica* and the Roman citizen is based, regardless of the latter’s membership in the political group of the *optimates* and of the *populares*. The appeal to these principles unites the speeches of the spokesmen of the two political forces – although it is evoked according to opposing political views – in Sallust’s *De coniuratione Catilinae, Bellum Jugurthinum* and *Historiae*. Although the sense of *libertas* is different depending on whether it is implemented by the *optimates* or the *populares*, freedom is enslaved to the particular interests of the political group or the individual citizen. Individualism is the cause of the decline of the *res publica*. Cicero and Sallust place their hopes of moral and political renewal of the *res publica* in a *nobilitas* that cannot be inherited and is based on individual *virtus*.
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*Libertas* as an Expression of Roman Identity in Cicero and Sallust

I. The meaning of *libertas* in the late republican period

At the end of the Republic, the appeal to tradition, *libertas* and *ius*, the fruit of the achievements of the *maiores*, has an identity value.1 *Libertas* and *ius* are associated with the sovereignty of the Roman people. Tradition is evoked with different meaning by *optimates* and *populares*, but with the common aim of legitimizing their political power – both claiming to be worthy heirs of the *maiores*.2 At that time, the evocation of these values has an individualistic scope and is reduced to a topic of political propaganda. Tradition is implemented in an instrumental way in order to achieve particular political interests of the moment and no longer to pursue the common good of *res publica*. The ruling class does not have a common political project, and the dialogue between it and tradition has broken down. Individualism generates the moral and, consequently, the political crisis of the state.

In Cicero and Sallust the positive sense of the individual is contrasted with the denunciation of individualism. On the one hand, both authors appeal to the citizens who represent the nobility based on individual virtue, which takes the place of *nobilitas* based on blood ties. This conception has a sense that could be called anthropocentric. On the other hand, freedom and tradition are demagogically exploited in an individualistic way.3 Sallust states that both *optimates* and *populares* are strug-

1 In his *De Republica*, Cicero defines the Rome of the time of the *maiores* as *morata*, definition that indicates that the state is founded on tradition. Cic., Rep., 5, 1; 2: *Nam neque viri, nisi *ius* maiores est, neque *morata* civilis fuisse, neque *mores*, nisi *libertas* praefuissent, aut fundare aut tam diu tenere potissent tantam et tam fuse lateque imperantem rem publicam. *Itaque ante nostram memoriam et mos ipse patrns praestantes viros adhibebat, et vereor memem ac maiorum instituta retinebant excellentes viros*. *(For neither men alone, unless a State is supplied with customs too, nor customs alone, unless there have also been men to defend them, could ever have been sufficient to found or to preserve so long a commonwealth whose dominion extends so far and wide. Thus, before our own time, the customs of our ancestors produced excellent men, and eminent men preserved our ancient customs and the institutions of their forefathers.* Translated by J.C. Rolfe. *Res publica* was characterized by a remarkable political balance based on the union between strong moral foundations and illustrious men capable of defending the latter. This morality-based political stability has been replaced by the deep political instability of Rome at the end of the Republic. Iacoboni (2014a, 2014c).

2 According to Moatti’s definition of *mos maiorum*, the latter is a particular form of *consuetudo* that concerns the *maiores*. Moatti (1997) 35, 321. It consists of *particular cases of applications*, it is not absolute, it has an oral and consensual character and is the main foundation of the *ius* *Quintum*. Rech (2006) 21; Orestano (1967) 136–137. The oral nature and flexibility of the custom make it possible for the ruling class to manipulate it. Arango-Ruiz (1942) 56; Orestano (1967) 54–135; Serra (1974) 36. With regard to the political sense of the appeal to *mos maiorum*, we allow ourselves to quote Iacoboni (2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2015). As for the legal sense of *mos maiorum* and about the relationship between *mos*, *auctoritas*, lex and *consuetudo* as sources of law in Cicero, I refer to Iacoboni (2014a, 2019).

3 Moatti (1997) 35; Wirszubski (1957) 14; Pianezzola (1957) 145. Concerning the propaganda purpose of this invocation, we are referring to Momigliano (1951). Lissad (2003) examines this value at a time other than the one we deal with. Until the 2nd century BCE, the evocation of freedom is present especially in *populares’* claims. From the 1st century onwards, however, this value is also evoked by the *optimates* to legitimize their power. See Dognini (1998) 86. The reforms of the Gracchi are also aimed at restoring freedom to the people. Sall., Iug., 42, 2 quoted by Dognini. The *optimates* in turn evoke freedom from the time of the Gracchi. In his *Philippicae*, Cicero appeals to freedom in an *optimas sense*, calling himself *princeps libertatis*. Cic., Phil., 4, 1; 14, 20, quoted by the author. The *auctoritas* and *dignitas* of the Senate are put in parallel with freedom. Dognini quotes Cic., Phil., 3, 8; 3, 36; 11, 21. According to Dognini, Sallust restores freedom with the meaning of plebeian vindication. In this regard, Sallust contrasts *populares’* freedom with *nobilitas* and *potentia paucorum*. Sall., Iug., 87, 2 quoted by the author. Cf. Iacoboni (2014a, 2014b, 2014c).
ling to pursue their own interests, hiding this instrumental political struggle on the pretext of fighting for noble principles, *bonesta nomina*, such as the rights of the people and the defense of *auctoritas* of the senate.  

At the end of the Republic, the imitation of the ancestors by citizens is based on a materialistic criterion and consists not so much in matching *maiores* in virtue but in overcoming their political and economic prestige. Sallust relates that in the Rome of the past the sight of the *imagines maiorum* ignited a flame in the spirits of illustrious citizens such as Quintus Fabius Maximus and Publius Cornelius Scipio that could not be extinguished except after equaling the virtue of ancestors. Even the *hombres novi* are no different from the nobilitas that they attack, and they attempt to usurp important political responsibilities.  

Cicero and Sallust place their hopes for the moral and political renewal of the state in a new *nobilitas*.  

Marius represents this new, true, nobility. *Homo novus*, he cannot boast of *imagines maiorum*. However, his *nobilitas* is not inherited by blood bond, passively, but is acquired through the concrete exercise of *virtus* and individual merit. Instead of *imagines maiorum*, Marius can show off the scars he obtained in the war.  

The virtue, which to Marius inspires his whole life, becomes his own nature, *ex consuetudine in naturam vortit*. Marius proudly claims his identity, his own *I*, as opposed to the *alii* that make up the traditional nobility, the *vetus nobilitas*, based on family belonging, nobility that rests on the brave deeds of the ancestors, *maiorum fortia facta*. He evokes the flame that incited Scipio and Quintus Fabius Maximus to practice virtue, comparing that flame to the light...

\[4\] SALL., Cat., 38, 3–4: *Namque, uti pauci verum abobandam, post illa temporis quacunque rem publicam agiavere honestis nominibus, aliis sicuti populi inura defendentur, pars quo senatus auctoritas maxima foret, bonum publicum simulantes pro sua quique potestas certabant*. (»For, to tell the truth in a few words, after that time, whoever disturbed the state under the guise of honorable slogans – some as though defending the rights of the people, others so that the senate’s influence might be dominant – under pretense of the public good, each in reality strove for his own influence.« Translated by J.C. Rolfe).  

\[5\] SALL., Iug., 45, 30. SALL., Iug., 4, 7–8: *At contra, quis est omnium his moribus quin divitiae et sumptibus, non profite neque industria cum maioribus suis contendat? Eiat homines novi, qui antea per virtutem soliti erant nobilitatem antenteire, fictem et per latrocinia potius quam bonis artibus ad imperia et honores nitor?« (»As contrast, given today’s morality, who in the world is there who does not vie with his ancestors in riches and extravagance rather than in uprightness and exertion? Even new men, who in former times always relied upon worth to outdo the nobles, now strive for power and distinction by relying on intrigue and open fraud rather than noble practices; just as if a praetorship, a consulship, and all else of the kind were distinguished and illustrious in and of itself and were not valued according to the merit of those who uphold the dignity of those offices.« Translated by J.C. Rolfe). With regard to studies focused on Sallust, I refer to LA PESSOA (1968); SYME (1959); VALVO (2006); LATTE (1999).  

\[6\] In his Pro Sestio, Cicero believes that the nobilitas is the result of the citizen’s *magnitudo animi*. This value cannot be inherited. Overcoming the traditional distinction between citizens in ordines, the author appeals to the best citizens from a moral point of view. Cicero theorizes a broader conception of nobilitas and optimates.  

\[7\] SALL., Iug., 85, 17. Marius claims to have actively built his virtue in war, militando. The nobilitas, on the other hands, achieve this goal through the legis and the audire.  

\[8\] Ibidem, 9: *Mibi, qui omnem aetatem in optimis artibus egi, bene facere tam ex consuetudine in naturam vortit*. (»As for me, I have spent my entire life in the best practices, and good conduct has become second nature as a result of habit.« Translated by J.C. Rolfe).  

\[9\] SALL., Iug., 85, 29–30; 85, 4–5. Marius constantly claims his *I*. SALL., Iug., 85, 4: *Mibi spes omnes in memet sitiae*. (»My hopes are all vested in myself and must be maintained by my own worth and integrity.«) Translated by J.C. Rolfe. Cf. also SALL., Iug., 85, 17; 19; 23.
of truth that mercilessly highlights even their vices. Sallust thus contrasts a positive conception of the individual with his condemnation of individualism.

Both *populares* and *optimates* evoke freedom to oppose a condition of subjugation. However, the latter appeal to this value to maintain their prerogatives, while the *populares* invoke this principle to affirm freedom from absolutism and the enjoyment of freedoms under the rule of law. The concept of freedom is paralleled by citizens’ rights. The *provocatio* to the written and secret vote thanks to the law of the *leges tabellariae* and the establishment of the tribunal of the *plebs* are expressions of libertas. The freedom the *populares* refer to is that conquered by the ancestors in parallel with the rights of the people. The *optimates* conceive libertas as a value that preserves the authority of the senate. For Cicero, therefore, the freedom of the people consists in the ability to satisfy the *boni*. Otherwise, complete libertas of the people results in anarchy, licentia.

Especially since the time of the Gracchi the issue of freedom has been central to the political debate between *optimates* and *populares*. The latter claim to be those that represent the true libertas and values of ancestors, thus putting in place a contrast with the *optimates*.

II. *Mos maiorum, aequabilitas and libertas* in Cicero

The Greek concept of freedom in the state translates into the equality of all citizens before the law. This notion is the *isouqoia*. Roman libertas has a strong legal scope, as it consists of the civil rights that the laws guarantee. The *ius, lex and imperium* are linked to freedom. The *ius* is the set of citizens’ rights, the *lex* is made up of duties, and the *imperium* is the sovereignty of the people represented by the authority of the magistrate. Freedom must be moderate so that it does not become *licentia*, anarchy. The conception of libertas is closely linked to that of *civitas*. While libertas denotes the individual considered individually, the notion of *civitas* concerns the citizen in relation to the community. Libertas indicates the legal condition of the free man who is economically independent. The Roman people are by definition free; the Roman citizen enjoys the constitutional rights of freedom. Libertas is compatible with the principles of *Romana disciplina, institutia patrum* and *mos maiorum*. On the one hand, the freedom of the *plebs* is related to the *fides* that binds the plebeians to the ruling class. On the other hand, the authority of the patricians is the guarantor of the freedom of the plebeians, just as the latter defend their freedom while not questioning the aristocracy shall have great influence and the opportunity to use it. Translated by Clinton W. Keyes. Cf. Wirszubski (1957) 557. Cic., Rep., 1, 68; 3, 23.

By contrast, the *populares* defend the interests of the people, while the *optimates* protect those of the Senate. The *optimates* are the aristocrats, even those who are not part of the *nobilis*. See Hellegouarc’h (1972) 502; Gilli (1912) 102; Strasburger (1939) 773–798; Syms (1939) 18; Van Oorteghem (1963) 406; M. Schmied (1966) 550–615; Niccol (1976) 176. The distinction between these two political forces is affirmed at the time of the reform of Tiberius Gracchus, in 133 BC. Cic., Rep., 1, 31. Perelli (1982) 6. In the *Pro Sesto*, Cicero extends the concept of *optimates* even to libertini. Cic., *Ser.,* 96–98. See Mandel (1984) 294; Rubai (2010) 61–62; Syms (1939); Schmied (1966) 116–150.

The *provocatio ad populum* protects against death sentences without trial and against flagellation, after the *lex Porcia*. The *Lex Valeria of 300 BCE and the lex Porcia of the 2nd century BCE* guarantee the right to appeal to the people in the case of severe punishments, death sentences and severe penalties. The *lex Sempronia of 123 BCE* interdicts to condemn the citizens to death without the authorization of the people gathered in court or assembly. Arena (2012) 50 quotes Cic., Cat., 4, 10; Serv., 61; Sall., *Iug.*, 31, 16–17.

Cic., Leg., 3, 25; Cic., Rep., 2, 55.

Cf. Wirszubski (1957) 543.


Wirszubski (1957) 17–18.

Bruni (1979) 85; Wirszubski (1957) 17–18.

The author quotes Liv. 5, 6, 17.
power of the senate in the legal and political field. In this sense, the concept of libertas concerns the Roman people, not just the plebs, while that of auctoritas relates to the senators. Auctoritas adds to libertas as the prerogative of senators. For optimates, freedom means the maintenance of their power. Regnum and dominatio are opposed to libertas and indicate a condition of subjection. The freedom of the people is established in the republican political system; the regnum, conceived strictly, therefore denotes the absolute monarchy. If the regnum indicates a political regime opposed to the republican constitution, the abolition of the monarchy and the transition to the republic are expressions of freedom, of which the republican institutions are guarantors. The concepts of dominatio or regnum have not only this meaning, but also indicate excessive power held by a single citizen or a group of people. Opposition to the arbitrary power of the magistrate also means fighting against the regnum. The populares denounce the dominatio paucorum of the optimates, while the nobiles lash out against the rule of unjust.

The notion of aequum ius does not mean that all citizens enjoy equal political rights, but that they are equal before the law. The concepts of aequum ius, aequa libertas and aequae leges indicate a mandatory law for both patricians and plebeians. Aequa libertas denotes, in addition to equality with respect to the law, the equality of fundamental political rights. However, it does not exclude differences between citizens. The eleutheria of Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE essentially meant democracy and was based on isonomia and tegovia, that is, on the principles of equality of political rights.

The Greek concepts of eleutheria, isonomia and parabesia were considered in Rome as expressions of licentia and not of libertas. The populares claim the aequa libertas, which consists of the right to...
access to the judiciary. In this regard, the establishment of the tribunate of the plebs is a central achievement acquired by the plebs as part of the demand for equality of political rights.

The plebs, while free, must recognize the auctoritas of the patricians. Res publica therefore does not mean the government of the people, but the participation of the people in the life of the state. Freedom is made up of the set of principles that provide for different degrees of dignitas. If libertas concerns all the citizens but it indicates in particular the legal condition of the plebs, dignitas denotes above all the legal condition of the senatorial order.

Libertas does not exclude but rather provides for the granting of greater political prerogatives to members of the ruling class. According to Cicero’s political conception, the optimates must have the greatest political prerogatives, while only a formal and limited libertas can be granted to the plebs. If total freedom were granted to the plebs, the power of the optimates would be called into question and anarchy would follow. Cicero’s conception of aequabilitas provides for the award of political office proportional to the merit of citizens. The author thus opposes a democratic vision that erases the distinctions «naturally» existing among citizens. The aequabilitas is exalted in the mixed constitution. Thanks to it, responsibilities are attributed to the optimates. On the other hand, the aequabilitas is denied in democracy, because in it the differences between the citizens are erased. The mixed constitution exalted by Cicero is based on the coexistence of monarchical, aristocratic and democratic elements, aequatum et temperatum ex tribus rerum publicarum modis, »moderate and balanced form of government, which is a combination of the three good simple forms. This makes this form of constitution, defined as libera res publica by Cicero, perfectly balanced and politically stable, ex summis et infinis et mediis intersectis ordinibus, »brought about by a fair and reasonable blending together of the upper, middle, and lower classes. The mixed constitution is drawn up by the maiores and is exemplary for its political stability. It achieves a perfect union of the foundations of the main systems of government; it is iuncta moderateque permixta, a political regime immune from the risk of decadence of simple constitutions, governed by ratio. Cicero affirms an anthropocentric view, stating that the Roman constitution is not founded by a single citizen, but by many wise

37 Hellegouarc’h (1972) 548; Criòfò (1990) 346. Libertas imposes itself in the res publica, because the people express their will. The regnum is opposed to it and consists of the power of a single citizen. The republican constitution is libera civitas, according to Cicero. The author quotes Cic., Dom. 33; Mil. 7, 13; Phil. 1, 4, 2, 116; 3, 29; 5, 12; Off. 2, 24; 3, 36.
39 Hellegouarc’h (1972) 550.
40 In his De Inventione (Cic., Inv., 1, 2; 1, 112), Cicero contrasts a society based on law, and therefore evolved, with a union based on the strength. Equal law for all marks the transition from an almost animal condition, to society understood as a community governed by the regulatory function of law. In the Rhetorica ad Herennium, the equal right for all citizens is paralleled with respect for tradition and is assimilated to justice. Iacoboni (2014a, 2014c, 2019).
42 Cic., Rep., 2, 69. Translated by Clinton W. Keyes.
43 Cic., Rep., 1, 69: »Hoc in hac iuncta moderateque permixta constitutione rei publicae non ferme sine magno principum vitis eventis.« (This does not usually happen in the case of the mixed and evenly balanced constitution, except through great faults in the governing class. Translated by Clinton W. Keyes).
citizens who have made Rome a model of political stability over the centuries. Thanks to the ratio, the rulers can oppose political decadence.  

The state is firmly governed by the ruling class. The mos maiorum and the instituta maiorum are the foundations of the res publica. The people may have limited political participation for a few issues, res quasdam. The mixed constitution provides for the dominance of the optimates and that guarantees relative freedom to the people. Fairness is achieved in the mixed constitution, because political responsibilities are conferred in it on the basis of the value of the individual citizen. For this reason, the mixed constitution, inherited from the ancestors, is an exemplary political system for its stability. On the contrary, in democracy, distinctions between citizens based on gradus dignitatis are removed. Cicero’s praise of the mixed constitution translates into the exaltation of the regime of the optimates.

The provision of limited political participation does not affect the dominance of the best citizens, but rather strengthens it further. By giving the people the illusion of playing a decisive role in political life, the risk of the people implementing political destabilization is averted. This creates a perfect political compromise between granting limited freedom to the people and the authority of the ruling class. This political project is inherited from the ancestors.

44 Grimal (1986) 261; Narducci (2009) 341. Cicero differs from Polybius’ conception of the mixed constitution. The author believes that citizens can counter the process of decadence of political regimes through the ratio. Cíc., Rep., 1, 68. Cicero is influenced by the conception expressed by Aristotle in the fifth book of his Politics. Lintott (1997) 81–82. The princeps, a leading citizen of the ruling class, is the one who is able to defend the political balance of the mixed constitution. See Narducci (1999) 80; Lepore (1954) 266; Berti (1997) 279; Pagnotta (2007) 107. The notion of a regime moderatum et permixtum is taken up by Plato and expresses the concept of just measure, assimilated by Plato to One and Good. PLAT., Pol., Pol. 283 E–284 C. Aristotle prefers the middle-class political system to the monarchical, aristocratic and democratic power union, which is realized in Solon’s constitution. ARIST., Pol., 2, 12, 1273 b35, 1274 a 3 quoted by Berti (1997) 282; Lintott (1997) 71. Aristotle, unlike Plato, does not conceive the concept of just measure in a mathematical sense, as it is a principle that can vary. The Aristotelian conception of mixed constitution is probably taken from Thucydides. THUC., 8, 97, 1 and 2 quoted by Berti (1997) 282–295; Lintott (1997) 70; Iacoboni (2014a).

45 Cíc., Rep., 2, 56: »Tenuit igniar hoc in statu senatus rem publicam temporibus illis, ut in populo libero pausa per populum, pluraeque senatus auctoritate et instituto ac more gererentur.« (Well then, at the period of which I have been speaking, the government was so administered by the senate that, though the people were free, few political acts were performed by them, practically everything being done by the authority of the senate and in accordance with its established customs.) Translated by Clinton W. Keyes). See Hellegouarch (1972) 549.

46 Cíc., Rep., 1, 53: »Nam aquabilias quidem iuris, quam amplexantur liberi populi, neque servari potest (ipsi enim populi, quamvis soluti efferatque sint, praecipue multis multa tribuant, et est ipse magnus suffered hominum et dignitatum), aequus, quae appellatuar aquabilias, tuiquissima est. Cum enim par habeatur bonus summi et infimi, qui sint in omni populo necesset is, ipsa aequitas iniquissima est; quod in iis accidere non potest (ipsi enim aequi in civeatibus, quae ab optimis reguntur, accidere non potest).« (For that equality of legal rights of which free peoples are so fond cannot be maintained [for the people themselves, though free and unrestrained, give very many special powers to individuals], and create great distinctions among men and the honours granted to them, and what is called equality is really most inequitable. For when equal honour is given to the highest and the lowest – for men of both types must exist in every nation – then this very ‘fairness’ is most unfair; but this cannot happen in States ruled by their best citizens.) Iacoboni (2014c).

47 Cíc., Leg., 3, 38: »Hoc quidem, ut video, legem antiquan sine tabella, sed ego, ehi usas dixit pro se in illis libros Scipio, tamen tia libertatem istam largior populo, ut auctoritate et valent et utantur bonis.« (Well, I see that you have rejected my law without the use of the ballot! But let me explain – though Scipio has given a sufficient defence of these ideas in my former work – that I am granting this freedom to the people in such a way as to ensure that the aristocracy shall have great influence and the opportunity to use it.) Translated by Clinton W. Keyes) – Ibidem, 3, 39: »Quam ob rem nostra lege nostra libertatis species datus, auctiorum bonorum reintentum, contentions causa tollitur.« (Hence our law grants the appearance of liberty, preserves the influence of the aristocracy, and removes the causes of dispute between the classes.) Translated by Clinton W. Keyes). Cicero believes that only a fictitious freedom, species libertatis, can be granted to the people. In Cicero’s De Legibus the granting of secret voting to the people is considered a necessary evil for the optimates. However, they restrict the exercise of the people’s freedom by controlling the votes of the people. Cicero theorizes the concept defined by Lepore as »prudent gradualism«. The latter prevents the risk of an individual citizen implementing political subversions in the state. This political project achieves an orderly freedom. Lepore (1954); Salerno (1999) 25. Concerning leges tabellariae I quote Niclot (1976) 361–362; Wirszubska (1957) 35–37.
Even the tribunate of plebs is defined by Cicero as a temperamentum elaborated by the political intelligence of the maiores, which gives the illusion of political equality to the plebs by extinguishing all impulse for rioting, and realizes a perfect political balance, the salus rei publicae. 48

III. Libertas in Sallust

In the late republican period, individualism consists of the crisis of the founding values of Roman identity. We can evoke speeches of populares and optimates spokesmen in Sallust’s De coniuratione Catilinae, the Bellum Iugurthinum and in the Historiae. Memmius’ speech, in the Bellum Iugurthinum, and Macer’s speech, in the Historiae, which represent the popularis conception of freedom. Libertas, the legacy of the maiores, is opposed to the enslavement of the plebs to the ruling class. Catilina’s speech in the De coniuratione Catilinae focuses on a generational contrast. He places the physical strength and youth of his followers in opposition to the old age and moral corruption of the oligarchy. The invocation of libertas – vindi- care in libertatem – joins the appeal to amicitia, a political notion, and consists of the call for a unified policy. Philipus and Cotta represent the optimas vision of freedom. The ius of the plebs is put in parallel with its freedom in both Memmius’ and Macer’s speeches. Freedom is conceived as a fundamental principle in the rights of the plebs. 49

In the Historiae, Lepidus attacks Sulla, even though he has been a supporter. He accuses the people of being incapable of claiming their rights and freedoms. Sulla’s followers, instead of being free to enjoy their rights, are subjected to Sulla and commit unjust acts. In doing so, they have trampled on the honor of the ancestors, of whom they are not worthy. The enjoyment of the rights and freedom of the Roman citizen are put in parallel. Sulla and his supporters violated the principle of sovereignty and freedom of the Roman people that dates back to the time of the ancestors. Lepidus makes a political provocation, asking how Roman people can claim to defend against peoples who are enemies in foreign policy, when they are not able to defend the constitutional principles of res publica such as freedom. In his speech, Lepidus thus asks his audience a question that aims to shake his conscience: «Nam quid a Pyrrho, Hannibale Philippoque et Antiocho defensum est alius quam libertas et suae cuique sedes, neu cui nisi legibus pareremus?» 50

Freedom is mentioned as a fundamental element of the Roman res publica. Enjoying the political rights of the people is linked to freedom. Lepidus asks the people not to grant what is left of their identity, spolia. Macer also refers to the spolia of the plebs in his speech. Roman citizens are a negative exemplum for descendants. The Roman people, natural rulers, have been deprived of the ius and of the imperium and have nothing but servilia alimenta relicua. 51 Sulla claims to establish peace and harmony while the people are subservient, in otium cum servitio. 52 The res publica is destroyed at the price of the citizens’ blood, and the rights of the people are torn by Sulla. 53 Lepidus, despite

---

48 Ibidem, 24: «Sed tu sapientiam maiorum in illo vide: concessa plebei a patriis ista potestatem arma occiderunt, restituta sedition est; inventum est temperamentum, quo tenuiores cum principibus aquari se putarent, in quo uno fuit civitatis salus». (But consider the wisdom of our ancestors in this matter. When the Senate had granted this power to the plebeians, conflict ceased, rebellion was at an end, and a measure of compromise was discovered which made the more humble believe that they were accorded equality with the nobility; and such a compromise was the only salvation of the State.) Translated by Clinton W. Keyes.


50 SALL., Hist. frg., 1, 4: «For what was kept safe from Pyrrhus, Hannibal, from Philip and Antiochus if not liberty and each man’s abode and our privilege of being subject to nothing except the laws?».

51 Ibidem, 11–12: «Populus Romanus, paolo ante gentium moderator, exatus imperio, gloria, ture, aequitati inopi despectuque, ne servilia quidem alimenta relicua habet». (The Roman people, a short while ago the controller of the nations, has been stripped of power, glory and rights; without the means to live and an object of contempt, it does not have left even the rations of slaves.) Translated by John T. Ramsey.

52 Ibidem, 24.

having *sumnum imperium*, claiming his *maiores*, defends the interests of the people. He prefers the *periculosa libertas* to the *quietum servitium*.  

Cotta’s speech in the *Historiae* focuses on the *optimas* sense of *libertas*. Cotta, a corrupt member of the nobility, denies being responsible for the political situation of the time, attributing it to external factors. He declares that he is worthy of his ancestors and recalls the *gloria maiorum* at the beginning and end of his speech. Cotta urges the people to recover from difficulties and to defend the state for the glory of their ancestors. The *gloria maiorum* is therefore evoked by Cotta in an opportunistic and individualistic way to legitimize himself.

Macer’s speech to the *plebs* focuses on the contrast between the *libertas* of the people, which derives from the political achievements obtained by the *maiores*, and the condition of subjugation of the *plebs*. In both Macer’s and Memmius’ speeches, the appeal to *libertas* coincides with the memory of the sovereignty of the people. Macer puts freedom in parallel with the enjoyment of full rights, recalling the legal-political achievements of his ancestors, such as the establishment of the tribune of the *plebs*, the annulment of the need for ratification of the vote by the patricians and the access to patrician magistrates. Roman people must justify themselves to the ancestors for the loss of rights and freedom, principles opposed to the *servitium* that the *plebs* are in. On the contrary, the *oitum* is mentioned by Macer as a notion with a positive meaning and contrasted with the concept of *servitium*. Macer, like Memmius, proposes himself as a guide for the *plebs* in the struggle for freedom, preferable to the passive condition in which the *plebs* live. The frumentary law is considered a *pretium servitii*, which indicates that freedom can be bought for a small sum, equal to the rations of a prisoner. What remains of the *plebs*, its *spolia*, is in the hands of the nobility. The people have been deprived of their rights, conquered by their *maiores*. All that remains for the people is the right to vote. Macer compares the *plebs* to sheep, shapeless masses, denouncing the absence of political conscience and cohesion. The political unity of the ruling class is placed by Macer in opposition to the inaction of the *plebs*.

Macer calls for the restoration of the power of *tribunate of plebs*, *telum* established by the ances-

---

54 Ibidem, 26: «Mibi, quamquam per hoc *sumnum imperium* satis quaestum erat nominis maiorum dignitatis atque etiam praesidi, tamen non fui consilium privatis opes facere, potiorque visa est *periculosa libertas* quieta servitio». [«For my own part, although through this supreme power enough had been gained as measured by the glorious name of my ancestors, my status and even my protection, nevertheless it was not my plan to amass personal wealth, and it seemed to me that freedom accompanied by danger is preferable to servile tranquility.» Translated by John T. Ramsey].

55 Cotta is elected consul in 75 BCE, in a complex context due to the political uprisings that follow the consulate of Lepidus and the war of Spain against Sertorius. The people’s revolt against the consuls is also due to the famine and rising wheat prices. PerL (1967) 75; Malitz (1972).

56 Ibidem, 19.

57 Ibidem, 3, 6: «Itaque omnes conscere iam in pauorum dominationem, qui per militare nomen, aerarium, exercitus, regna, provincias occupaveret et aream habent ex splendis vostris: cum interim, more pecorum, vos, multitudo, singulis habendos frueendosque praebetis, exatim omnibus quae maioris reliquere, nisi quae vossem siti per suffragia, ut praesides olim, nunc dominos destitutis». [«Therefore, all have now submitted to the mastery of a few men, who, under the pretext of a military situation, have seized control of the treasury, armies, kingdoms and provinces. These men possess a stronghold formed from your spoils, while in the meantime you, after the fashion of cattle, offer yourselves, a great throng, to be controlled and exploited by mere individuals, after having been stripped of all that your forefathers left you, except for the fact that by your ballots you now play a direct role in designating masters for yourselves, just as formerly you did protectors.» Translated by John T. Ramsey].


59 Ibidem, 19.

60 Ibidem, 5, 6; Sall., Hist. frg., 2, 13: «Per vos, Quiretes, et gloriwm maiorum, tolerate adversa et consulite rei publicae». [«I implore you in your own name, Citizens, and by the glory of your ancestors: endure adversity, and take counsel for the nation.» Translated by John T. Ramsey].
tors to protect the rights of the plebs and its freedom. The people believe that they are free, but they are oppressed and condemned to political inaction and to subjugation. 

Macer hopes that the plebs will defend their freedom and rights, a legacy of the maiores, by expressing the same political unity and determination as the ruling elite. He does not push the people to revolt, but rather not to sell off their dignity and their identity, represented by their blood, to the nobility.

Memmius’ speech in Bellum Iugurthinum is anti-nobility. Memmius, like Macer, denounces the passive attitude of the plebs. Memmius’ defense of freedom is implemented by exercising his individual freedom and is a principle passed to him by his father. The nobility holds all the power and has handed over the laws of the plebs and its maestas to the enemy. Memmius recalls that the plebeians are in imperio nati, and therefore should not accept such a condition of slavery. The Roman people are considered to be «naturally» the ruler of the people and this makes slavery contrary to the status of the Roman citizen. Like Macer, to the political unity of the nobles – defined amicitia between the boni and factio between the mali citizens – from which power derives, Memmius opposes the inaction of the plebs. This contrast is also present in Catiline’s speech. Memmius states that the ius and the ancient maestas must be defended with double determination by the people because these values, in parallel with freedom, were actively conquered by the maiores through their struggles and have been their moral legacy. In this sense, the freedom and the rights of the people are expressions of the mos maiorum.

If the plebs cared about freedom as the nobility firmly retains its power, the best citizens would have important roles. Amicitia or pax cannot exist between nobles and plebs, because they have diverseae mentes, an expression that indicates a profound diversity of nature, not just a political contrast. For this reason, it is not possible to find a compromise with the nobility. In both Macer’s and Memmius’ speeches, the evocation of the political rights of the plebs and its freedom, the legacy of the ancestors, are closely related to the claim of the sovereignty and identity of the Roman people.

In Philippus’ speech, the evocation of libertas legitimizes the power of the senate. Philippus mentions the tribunician power as a destabilizing political factor. He urges the illustrious citizens, the boni, to courageously defend the state, their natural mission that was carried out with pride in the past. Philippus evokes freedom in parallel with the law in reference to Lepidus’ subversive policy and condemns the socordia of the senators that makes them unable to forcefully defend the ideals of harmony and freedom. He refers to the excellent sense of libertas, considering the plan to restore the power of the tribunes of the plebs as a source of discordia. On the contrary, from a senatorial point of view, libertas and concordia consist in the maintenance of the power of the senate. Freedom in the optimas sense therefore translates

61 Ibidem, 12: «Iaue cetera ex licentia aut odio aut asurritia in tempus arsere; permanit una re modo, quae utrinque quaestia est et erepta in posterum, vis tribunica, telum a maioribus libertati paratum». «Therefore, other disturbances have flared up for a time out of lack of restraint or hatred or avarice; only one issue has persisted, which has been the object of contention on both sides and has been snatched from you for hereafter: the tribunician power, a weapon established by your ancestors for the defense of liberty.» SALL., Hist. frg., 3, 1: «Si, Quirites, parum exitumareatis quid inter ius a maioribus relicturn vobis et hoc a Sulla paratum servitium interesset, multis mibi disserendum fuit, docendique quae ob invirias et quosuis a patribus armata plebs secessisset utique vindices pararet omnis turi sui tribunos plebis». «If you were underestimating, Citizens, what a difference there is between the rights left you by your forefathers and this slavery imposed by Sulla, I would have to speak at length, and you would have to be taught the injuries on account of which, and how often, the plebeians took up arms and seceded from the patricians; and also how they established the tribunes of the commons as the protectors of all their rights.» Translated by John T. Ramsey.

62 Ibidem, 27: «Ia pagiuratur et vincitur pacius plebis, quodcumque accidit, pro victis est et in dies magis erit, si quidem maiores cura dominationem illi retinuerint quam evo repetueritis libertatem». «Thus fighting and conquest are for the benefit of a few; whatever happens, the commons are treated as vanquished. And this will be more so every day, if indeed those men put more care into retaining their mastery than you do into regaining your freedom.» Translated by John T. Ramsey.

63 The blood of citizens is also mentioned by Lepidus. SALL., Hist. frg., 1, 25.

64 Ibidem, 12: 20.

65 Ibidem, 12.


68 Ibidem, 12.

69 Ibidem, 17. He recalls the two secessions on Mount Sacred, in 494 BCE, and on the Aventine, in 449 BCE, put in place by the plebs.

70 Ibidem, 14.

71 Ibidem, 14.
into the protection of the auctoritas of the ruling class, thus having a conservative reach.

The intent of this analysis is to emphasize that, at the end of Roman Republic, the appeal to the ancient values that were the result of the political achievements of the maiores such as libertas has an identity component and responds to the desire of the citizens of the late-Republican period to restore the exemplary political balance of the Rome of the ancestors – a balance constituted by the union of illustrious citizens, worthy descendants of the maiores, capable of defending the moral foundations of the state, and a res publica firmly rooted in the latter. Evoking these values has an identity meaning for both the optimates and the populares, although the sense of these notions is totally opposite. Cicero and Sallust appeal to ancient values, wishing to revive the Rome of maiores. However, they are aware that these principles have lost the collective meaning they possessed at the time of the ancestors, and are exploited in an individualistic way by the citizens of their time. On the other hand, the ruling class does not live up to the model of ancestors, and above all lacks a unitary political project. The evocation of freedom and law in the late Republican age is based on incorrect premises, because it is implemented in an individualistic and demagogic sense and is no longer aimed at realizing the collective good of res publica. If individualism prevents the moral and political restoration of the res publica of the maiores, the citizens who embody the nobilitas of virtus and pursue the good of the state are the only ones who can restore the values of the ancestors.
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